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Agenda
Introduction

How an insurer thinks

How a risk consultant thinks

Common risk recommendations

Current trends

Takeaways
Know what timelines need to be respected to achieve best renewal results;

Understand the link between recommendations and insurer view of an account;

Undertake a review of some of the most common risk improvement recommendations and
suggest ways to address them; and

Understand what technology can be used to manage recommendation and risk
benchmarking data as well as identifying what future trends are coming to enhance the
renewal process.

Unprecedented times
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2020 has seen the continued change in market dynamics and rates appear to
be continuing to harden
All insurers need to return value to their shareholders, just like every business
and forecasts are that the rating increases will continue
To ensure that you get the best rates available, information is key so that risk
can be fully understood
Insurers are increasingly paying more attention to risk improvement
recommendations as part of property renewals. This seminar is designed to
help risk managers prepare for property renewals by helping them understand
what insurers are looking for and how data is interrelated to demonstrating a
focus on risk management
We will look at recommendations from an Insurer’s point of view and explain
how insurers, insureds and their brokers can collaborate to improve risk
management and get the best renewal results.

Line Setting; unlocking capacity,
reducing volatility
The process and actions required to quote

Account
Triage
 Assessment of location
data
 Cat modelling
 Structure data
 Cover spec
 Loss history

Engineering
Review
• Engineering review
completed:
o Benchmarking

o Loss estimates

o Recommendation
review
o Risk profiling

Capacity
Selection
• Data and analysis
combines to define
capacity
• Underwriting factors
combine, ensuring
capacity on the right
opportunities

Risk consulting cycle
The key parts to the risk engineering review

Bind/ Decline/
Unsuccessful

Prospect
receipt or
full data
set
(renewal)

Account review

Survey/ Projects/
Recommendations/
Impairments
Stewardship

Data sharing

Report

Underwriting cycle for Risk Consulting
Impairment
reporting
transitioned
Underwriter
provided with
submission
Client
proposal
presentations

Month -2

Risk
Consulting
and
Underwriting
review
process
begins

Terms
provided to
broker
including Risk
Consulting
proposition

Month -1

Final agreement
of survey
programme

Survey visits
commence

Training
sessions
focussing on
key trends

Completion of
site survey
programme

Agreement of
Stewardship
survey
report
programme –
presented
next year

Policy wordings
issued

Month 1

Users set up on
Details of new
the online
Carrier / RC
portal
provider
Previous /
presented to
historical data
sites
uploaded into
Online sessions held
portal
with key / large sites for
introductions & to
discuss process

Month 3

Month 6

Month 9

Follow up
calls with
surveyed
sites

Month 11
Renewal
values
provided

Ongoing recommendation response monitoring

Ongoing project and plan review support

How do we view property risks
Account Review

Mix of factors
 Nat Cat
 Physical
 Human element

Risk Consulting contributes
understanding of these factors
and contributes data to rating
process

Using our knowledge of industries
we look at:
 Combustibles
 Occupancy / process hazards
 Smoke and heat sensitivity
exposures

How do we view property risks
Account Review - 11 point review of key factors

Risk Management /
Human Element

Sprinkler Protection

Pre Emergency Planning

Surveillance – fire protection
and security supervision

Other Protection

Hazards

Water Supply

Storage

Fire Department

Construction

Business Interruption

Need good information about these to make assessments. No information sees everyone err on
side of caution

How do we view property
risks
Data capture, sharing and stewardship








Survey programme data
Project and plan reviews
Special visits
Opportunity for insured to work with risk consultants to demonstrate
actions and progress
Show risk management in action
o Recommendation response
o Recommendation completion
o Risk management initiatives
o Loss Estimate management
Share with brokers and market to ensure full understanding of risks

Common recommendations
Recommendation focus
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Automatic Sprinklers (16%)

16%

Boiler Machinery (1%)
1%
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Construction/Exposure Protection (6%)
Hazard Protection (20%)
Management Prog. (43%)
Manual Suppression (1%)
Miscellaneous (0%)

20%
43%

Special Extinguishing (0%)
Surveillance (7%)
Water Supply (6%)
Water Supply/Manual Suppression (0%)

Common recommendations
Management programmes

3%

2%
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Fire Protection Equipment Inspection (17%)
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Pre-Emergency Planning (15%)

18%

Maintenance (14%)
Proper Housekeeping (11%)

4%

Cutting, Welding, and Other Hot Work (11%)

5%

Impairments to Fire Protection Systems (9%)

9%

15%

Loss Prevention Inspection (5%)
Hazard Identification and Evaluation (4%)
Management of Change (3%)
New Construction (2%)

11%

Employee Training (2%)
14%
12%

Smoking Regulations (2%)
Outside Contractors (1%)
Fire Protection and Security Surveillance (1%)

Common recommendations
Hazard protection

4%

3% 2%

3%

Other Hazards (30%)

7%

30%

Flammable Liquids (20%)
Electrical (16%)
Storage/Warehousing (14%)
Computer Rooms (6%)

14%

Natural Hazards (3%)
Explosion Protection (4%)
Dust (3%)
Combustion Controls (2%)
17%

20%

Common recommendations
Hot Work


Hot work is one of the leading caused of industrial fires



Any hot work operation such as cutting, welding or
grinding should be assessed and undertaken in a safe area



Permit systems work help to ensure that where hot work
must be undertaken, precautions are implemented



In addition to these measures, hot work permits must
include a fire watch period post work – embers can
smolder for many hours before igniting nearby
combustibles!



Any hot work operation should follow this process –
contractors are not exempt!

Common recommendations
Housekeeping


Housekeeping issues and the ‘temporary situation’



Poor housekeeping:
o Adds combustible load
o Can delay fire detection
o Can obstruct fire fighting efforts



Good indicator of overall management of a facility



Common areas of concern:
o Charging stations
o IT server rooms
o Electrical rooms

Common recommendations
Fire Protection Inspection and Impairments


Successful inspection of fire protection systems and impairment
handling ensures that systems are given the best chance of success



What counts as an impairment?



An impairment management system ensures that system
downtime is monitored and that systems are brought back on-line
when possible



In normal circumstances, most locations will have some
impairments through the year. No impairments normally = a lack of
reporting!

Transition to the future: unique risk management data ecosystem
Systematic data collection, modelling capabilities, lean process, state of the art client front end
Site Forward

Client portal : Site Forward
Full risk mapping and risk management tool for all AXA XL Clients

Recommendation management system

Recommendation management system

Recommendation management system

Digital Risk Engineer
Realtime monitoring and addressing of potential deficiencies
Daily Output

Aggregated Output / Period Output

Summary

Good quality
information

Structured data

Recommendation
response

Timely

Proactive
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Global Asset Protection Services, LLC and its affiliates (“AXA XL Risk Consulting”) provide loss prevention and risk assessment reports and other loss prevention services, as requested. Documents created by AXA
XL Risk Consulting including reports, letters e-mails, publications, etc. are based upon conditions and practices observed and the data made available at the time of its collection. This document shall not be
construed as indicating the existence or availability under any policy of coverage for any particular property or type of loss or damage. The provision of any service does not imply that every possible hazard has
been identified at a facility or that no other hazards exist. AXA XL Risk Consulting do not assume, and shall have no liability for the control, correction, continuation or modification of any existing conditions or
operations. We specifically disclaim any warranty or representation that compliance with any advice or recommendation in any document or other communication will make a facility, operation, and/or product
safe or without hazards, or put it in compliance with any standard, code, law, rule or regulation. If there are any questions concerning any recommendations, or if you have alternative solutions, please contact us.
Save where expressly agreed in writing, AXA XL Risk Consulting and its related and affiliated companies disclaim all liability for loss or damage suffered by any party arising out of or in connection with this
document, including indirect or consequential loss or damage, howsoever arising. Any party who chooses to rely in any way on the contents of this document does so at their own risk.
AXA, the AXA and XL logos are trademarks of AXA SA or its affiliates. AXA XL is a division of AXA Group providing products and services through three business groups: AXA XL Insurance, AXA XL Reinsurance and AXA
XL Risk Consulting. In the US, the AXA XL insurance companies are: AXA Insurance Company, Catlin Insurance Company, Inc., Greenwich Insurance Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL Insurance
America, Inc., XL Specialty Insurance Company and T.H.E. Insurance Company. Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions.
AXA, the AXA and XL logos are trademarks of AXA SA or its affiliates. © 2020.

